Reflective Log
In the first part of this assignment, I worked with my colleagues in the research and
development of the work as well as being in the meetings with Solent Mind, our charity
(primarily for the development podcast and to know what they expected from our work)
always working together to see the best options in hand to procced with the conclusion of the
campaign plans. For the second part, it was all developed by me, considering the campaign
presented before and the respective goals.
This task, was made always having in mind some of the theories learnt in the unit. These
theories were vital to know the path to take when dealing with a campaign for a charity as well
as our key elements – awareness, volunteering, funds.
The main responsibility that the public relations team has, is to manage the reputation of an
organisation and this one can be quite fragile since it is a non-profit so, the knowledge taken
from the unit regarding reputation was taken seriously to create the best campaign possible
without the risk of degrading the charity. Also, identifying our target market, knowing the
several techniques available to us and which one would apply best, and doing the several
analyses that are essential to every campaign such as the SWOT (understand the strengths and
the weaknesses), PEST (which factors can affect you in the long-term) and SMART (guide to
follow the several objectives as described) settle the strategy that will be taken and are a big
help when building a PR plan. There was a big concern with how to write a PR plan in class and
that can be seen by the several weeks talking about the multiple aspects that make it
successful since the plan is the skeleton of every campaign. It describes exactly what to do and
what not to do (that was apprehended when we talked about possible crisis and how to
predict and manage them so that we can be prepared for every eventuality) and so on, this
really did make our lives easier to understand and create an accurate and professional PR plan.
All the knowledge was applied not only in the written form but also on the podcast developed
and then added to the knowledge apprehended from the radio part of the unit in which I felt
to be important because it was where we learnt the difference between podcasts and other
forms of radio, the multiple interviewing techniques, sound check and editing sound.
The first blog “The event for help”, was made to bring awareness and interest to the event at
WestQuay. By bringing the example of Mike Andrews, more people will hopefully become
interested in volunteering at this charity. As for the second one “5 benefits of volunteering
according to my experience”, the story of the girl and how she felt so accomplished to help the
charity is a way to bring more people to help since it is always needed. The twitter posts, some
have a connection with the event to bring more people (followed by the #MindsAtWestquay)
and others are to bring attention on how can people help.

